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News
After our last newsletter 2 weeks ago financial markets continued to rally.
Major equity indices marked new record highs. Volatility dived to record lows.
There are fundamental reasons behind diminished volatility such as stillultra-low interest rates at a time of solid economic growth. However, a study
by equity-derivatives analysts at Deutsche Bank AG found that hedging by
large banks and rebalancing activity tied to exchange-traded products have
a stabilizing effect on financial markets. They estimate that large dealer
banks would have to buy $14 billion if the S&P 500 fell by 1 percent just to
maintain their hedging of U.S. equities at a constant level. Accordingly daily
hedging activities suppress realized volatility and keep the VIX low, providing
a backstop to moves in U.S. equities.
Erwin Lasshofer and his INNOVATIS team can handle lower overall market
volatility by carefully selecting attractive niches in the course of our stock
picking process or by timing the market. Even in an economic stable
environment we can find attractive opportunities by political disruptions. For
example U.S. President Trump provides such opportunities from time to
time. After a long list of surprising decisions Trump asked FBI director James
Comey to drop the FBI’s investigation into his former cabinet member
Michael Flynn and fired Comey afterwards. New revelations about
undisclosed contacts between Trump’s campaign and the Kremlin sent
markets to the worst day in eight months for U.S. stocks. Erwin Lasshofer
and his INNOVATIS are ready to exploit such opportunities for their clients.
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Product Offer
Current market conditions provide excellent opportunities to create investment products with attractive yields. Ask us for more
information on our Managed Account or check our web-site. While you keep full control and direct access to your account you
can enjoy a large range of our investment services.
Also for international clients we offer tailored investment solutions. Depending on your country of domicile we can arrange for
innovative solutions in regards of succession planning and tax optimization.
For more information contact us at office@innovatis-suisse.com
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